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You want to bring your cousin to a new shopping centre called Surprise Square. You 
have found a leaflet about it. Read the leaflet. 

Text 2  Leaflet 
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❶ Shopaholics, are you ready for your dreams to come true? It’s 

time to grab your credit cards and run to Surprise Square—the 

trendiest shopping centre in the heart of Hong Kong!  

❷ Shopping and entertainment  

None of our boutiques are alike. Each one offers the latest fashion 

from local and overseas designers. If you can find it in the pages of 

Vogue, chances are you’ll find it here too. If clothes and shoes 

aren’t your first love, you can mosey through an entire floor of video 

games and electronics. For the bookworm, there’s Potters Bookshop, 

which is as enormous as a library, and you will never have to return 

your page-turners by a deadline. When you’re worn out from 

shopping, you can hit the ice rink or watch a film at the state-of-the-

art 4-D cinema. 

❸ Food and restaurants  

Our patrons love sitting at our themed cafes, taking photos of all the 

delightful food and drinks, and of course, savouring them too! Go to 

Takashi Bakery for their famous cheese tarts or enjoy a delicious 

bowl of Japanese noodles at Shogun Ramen. 

❹ Facilities and services  

There’s nothing worse than getting separated from friends and 

family at a shopping centre, only to find your smartphone’s battery is 

dead. No need to fret! We have mobile phone charging stations 

and free Wi-fi on all floors! 

❺ You’ll never be able to top the superb shopping experience at 

Surprise Square. Visit us today!  
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Comprehension 3  Your cousin wants to know more about Surprise Square. 

Answer her questions using information from the leaflet. For multiple-choice questions, 
choose the best answer and blacken ONE circle only. 

 

1 Use ONE word to complete each blank. 

 Surprise Square is a _______________ shopping centre in Hong Kong, right in the  

_______________ of the city. 

 

2 According to the leaflet, what do boutiques sell? 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 

3 Which of the following items are NOT available at the shops mentioned in 
paragraph 2? Put a tick (✓) in the box(es). 

 
 
 
 
 

    

     

Video game 
console 

Camera Trainers Football Dictionaries 

 
4 How does Potters Bookstore compare to a library? 

 similarity: __________________________________________________________ 

difference: _________________________________________________________ 

 

5 What are ‘page-turners’ (line 11)? 

A exciting books 

B library books  

C devices that turns the pages of a book          A B C D 

D thick books                     

 

6 What are two activities someone can do at Surprise Square if he or she does not 
enjoy shopping? 

 i) ________________________________________________________________ 

 ii) ________________________________________________________________ 
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7 Find words in paragraph 2 that mean the same as the following: 

 i) international               _______________ 

 ii)  wander                _______________ 

 iii)  a keen reader              _______________ 

 

8 What does ‘them’ (line 16) refer to?         

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

9 Match each of the following speech bubbles with one of the places in Surprise 
Square introduced in the leaflet. Write the appropriate place under the speech 
bubble. 

 

     

i) ______________ ii) ______________    iii) ______________ 

 

10 What type of cuisine does Shogun Ramen serve?         

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

11 What are two services offered at Surprise Square? 

 i) ________________________________________________________________ 

 ii) ________________________________________________________________ 

 

12 What is the purpose of the leaflet? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

13 Do you agree that shoppers will ‘never be able to top the superb shopping 
experience at Surprise Square’? Why or why not? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Our cheese tarts are 
the best in town! 

Experience 
watching films 
with more than 
just your eyes! 

 

Come enjoy a cup of 
coffee with your 
favourite emoji on it! 


